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DUTCH SUBMARINE'SADVENTURES

A Dutch submarine has recently arrived in an Allied port from the Java

Sea after an exciting and eventful journey which included sneaking -through the

Sunda Straits, constantly patrolled by Japanese destroyers, special submarine

chasers and aircraft. This achievement was all the more remarkable as the

submarine had been damaged by depth charges, causing a leakage of the fuel

tanks so that it left a tell-tale and clearly visible oil track in its wake.

While on a cruise an the Java Sea, the submarine one morning sighted
a big Japanese tanker escorted by a cruisers, three destroyers and two

submarine chasers. Two aircraft provided additional protection. Although

these enemy ships were equipped -with anti-submarine devices - so it appeared

later - the submerged Dutch submarine succeeded in getting between the

tanker and its zig-zagging escorts and firing a torpedo. Because of the

presence of reconnoitring aircraft the submarine, after having fired its

torpedo, crash-dived to a greater depth and while doing so a terrible

explosion was heard by the crew as the fourteen thousand ton tanker was

hit.

Practically at the same moment explosions of several aircraft bombs

were heard and felt, indicating that the submarine had been detected by
the enemy. The Japanese tried, in a three hours chase, to hunt down

the Dutchman, Every four to seven minutes the enemy destroyers came

right over the submerged submarine, which w-as trying to escape at top

speed, and fired numbers of depth charges which for the greater part exploded

close to the hull of the sub. These explosions shook the boat terribly and

damaged it. Most of the damage, however, was repaired during the attacks

by the crew, which consisted of Indonesians besides Dutchmen.

A total number of sixty-seven depth charges exploded near the

submarine, not counting the numerous aircraft bombs. The exploding of

these could be clearly distinguished from the explosion of the depth

charges. After having heard no further explosions and no sound of propellers

belonging to enemy ships for an hour, the commander rose to periscope, depth,

When at a depth of sixty feet below the surface of the sea a heavy explosion

was heard, followed by others. As no propellers were heard it was obvious

that the bombing was carried out by enemy aircraft which had managed to keep
track of the submerged submarine, 'As the water at that particular place
was not clear, thus making visual detection from the air impossible,-it

was obvious that fuel was leaking from the parts of the outer hull damaged

by depth charges. This betrayed the location of the submarine by an oil

streak on the surface of the sea.

Diving again to the greatest possible depth and misleading the hunting
aircraft by skilful manoeuvring, the submarine commander -waited till dark.

He then,relying on his extensive knowledge of the locality, managed to get

through the Straits, His knowledge enabled him to navigate the ship

safely across the shallow; reefs and past dangerous rocks and so reached

the ocean without being discovered by the strong enemy patrols which at

one time came so close that the commander thought he had been sighted.
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In accordance with the recent announcement of the Prime Minister of

Canada that a Canadian Army of two Army Corps would he formed overseas,

Headquarters of the first Canadian Array under command of Lieut-General A.G.L,

McNaughton, CB, CMG, DSO, has "been established in the United Kingdom with

effect from today.

Headquarters of the 1st Canadian Corps is already established and Second

Canadian Corps will be established as soon as the organisation of headquarters
of the Army has been completed.

The following officers have been appointed to the Army Staff, Brigadier
G. R, Turner, MC, DCM, with the rank of Major-General, Brigadier C. S. L,

Hertzberg, MC, YD, with the rank of Major-General, Colonel J.E. Genet, MC,
with the rank of Brigadier,

Consequent upon the formation of Army Headquarters the following appointments
said promotions in the Canadian Corps have been made, Major-General.. (Acting

Lieut.-General) H, D, G, Crerar, DSC., to command a Canadian Corps with rank of

Lieut-General, Brigadier J,H, Roberts, MC, to command a Canadian Division with

rank of Major-General, Brigadier H.O,N. Brownfield, MC, to Corps Headquarters

from a Canadian Division, Colonel J,L. Melville, MC, YD, to Corps Headquarters

th the rank of Brigadier, Lieut.-Colonel A.E. Halford, MM, ED, to Corps

Headquarters with the rank of Brigadier, Lieut,-Colonel E.C. Plow to command

the artillery of a Canadian Division with the rank of Brigadier.

The establishment of the first Canadian Array Overseas ‘will create a

thoroughly modern, self-contained and hard-hitting fighting force capable of

operating, in any theatre of war'. It is particularly strong in armoured fighting

power. It will prove a worthy successor to the traditions of the Canadian

Corps in the last Great War,
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